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CATEGORY 1A & 1B  
INTERCONNECTING PANELS &  
FREESTANDING SYSTEMS



Interconnecting Panels
Panels are available with fabric, plastic laminate, white board  
and accessory rail



Ideal to create open work pods, with a  
multitude of combination, find all your panels  
under category 1a and all all your panel  
accessories, work surfaces, benches and  
more, under category 1b



Freestanding Systems and Benching 



Credenzas & Hutches
personal storage credenzas and hutches keep items secure when  
the primary occupant is away





Filing & Storage
Personal Storage Tower offers a range of options from traditional
filing to closed cabinet shelving to a personal storage tower
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CATEGORY 2
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE



Height Adjustable
height-adjustable benching provides ergonomic solutions that give  
people the choice to sit or stand and change postures throughout  
the day



Category 2 now offers more sizes, a new  
shape, benching units, but you can still  
choose the best mechanism that suits you
When furnishing an executive office using category 4, you will find a
matching height adjustable table to match in this category
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CATEGORY 3
METAL FILING & STORAGE CABINETS



Metal Filing & Storage Cabinets
Utilizing both open and closed storage components provides a  
sense of security as well as a place to showcase personal items



Full height individual lockers or smaller  
stacked lockers, commonly referred to as  
cubbies in the Furniture World, are now  
available in Category 3
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CATEGORY 4  
WOOD



Wood
Looking to Furnish an Executive enclosed office? Find here what  
you need. From a fixed height desk, to a filing cabinet or a wardrobe  
unit, Category 4 offers only Wood veneer furniture

Need a height adjustable table to complete the suite? Refer to  
category 2 to find the matching height adjustable table
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CATEGORY 5  
ANCILARY PRODUCTS



Ancilary Products
Accessories that provide complete solutions for outfitting the
modern workcenter



Find the best Keyboard tray and Monitor  
Arm to suit your Ergonomic needs. Add a  
task light, CPU Holder and Power Modules to  
enhance your Work station
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CATEGORY 6
SUPPORT SPACES & COLLABORATIVE  
FURNITURE



Meeting Tables



Small Meeting table; Available Round, Square  
or rectangular, no power, laminate only



Medium Meeting table; Available Rectangular,  
Racetrack and Boat shaped



Large Meeting tables; Available Rectangular,  
Racetrack and Boatshaped



Training Tables
Accessories that provide complete solutions for outfitting the
modern workcenter



Training tables offer a wide range of  
configurations. Equipped with power and  
modesty panel, the possibilities are endless



Collaborative Tables



Collaborative tables come in different shapes,  
with different base options, in laminate or  
veneer
Meeting area, multi media tables, lap top tables, side or coffee tables, can  
all be found under the Collaborative tables tab





Credenzas
Personal storage credenzas keep items secure while the primary  
occupant is away





Soft Seating & Screens
Spaces with soft seating offer ideal settings for spontaneous or  
planned meetings



.- .





Kitchenette Seating
Chairs & stools that complement each other in cafés, kitchenettes,  
tech bars, and informal meeting spaces





Open Area Workspace
Designed for workspaces that have shifted to support collaboration
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